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How does an ice block assembly melt?2
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The melting of an assembly of ice blocks contained in a vertical cylinder and under an unidirectional load was
investigated. The total volume occupied by the ice blocks and the volume of ice were simultaneously measured
which allowed one to determine the volume fraction of the ice in the cylinder. While the ice volume continuously
decreases, sudden breakdowns of the total volume were observed. Large reorganizations of the whole assembly
occur. However, the maximal volume fraction found just after a large reorganization decreased with time. In
addition, the modifications of the pile structure were investigated using an x-ray tomography imaging before and
after one collapse. As the packing is better ordered along the walls, we suggest that the motion of the piston is
governed by the layer of ice blocks located along the container wall. This layer was modeled by a two-dimensional
assembly of disks. The model supports the idea that the geometrical frustrations explain the dynamics of the
successive reorganization due to the shrinkage of the grains. Finally, numerical simulations allow one to conclude
that the dynamics of the melting of the ice blocks is governed (i) by the confinement effect which induces defects
in the packing and (ii) by the low friction between the ice blocks.
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I. INTRODUCTION21

When an assembly of spherical noncohesive grains is22

poured into a vessel, the volume occupied by the grains is23

a very debated subject since Kepler’s conjecture in 1611.24

Even after the last two decades of intensive research in25

granular materials, the problem remains an open question26

[1,2]. The macroscopic value that reflects the volume occupied27

by the grains is the volume fraction η, defined as the ratio28

between the volume of the grains and the volume occupied29

by the whole grain assembly. The ingredients that determine30

the volume fraction of the pile are due to the geometrical31

and to the mechanical constraints. Each grain is to reach a32

stable position which is determined by the geometry of its33

neighborhood. More precisely, a grain is stable either when34

at least three contacts are established below its gravity center35

or when grain-grain friction is sufficient to stop the grain.36

The geometrical frustration and the friction are responsible for37

arching and a so-called jamming of the pile [2,3]. Indeed, the38

potential energy of the pile, given by the sum of all the potential39

energies of the grains, is a local minimum of the energy in the40

configuration space. A bead assembly contained in a box may41

be assimilated to a glassy state [5]. Besides the friction between42

grains, the shape of the grains is relevant for determining the43

volume fraction of a packing. Since the seminal work by Donev44

et al. on the packing of ellipsoids [6,7], the volume fraction45

of more complex grains has been investigated like Platonic46

solids [8].47

Even more interesting is the manner to increase the volume48

fraction (to increase the density) by tapping [9–12], by49

shaking [13], by shearing [14,15], by thermal cycling [16],50

by moving an intruder [17]. Generally speaking, the method51

consists of breaking the contact network and then allowing a52

reorganization that may conduct to a highest volume fraction.53

This process is complex. For example, from one tap to another,54

the potential energy of the pile jumps from one local minimum55

to another characterized, maybe, by a higher volume fraction.56

In this work, we envisaged a particular granular material 57

that was made of ice blocks. The ice grains (blocks) were 58

placed in a vessel at room temperature and under a mechanical 59

vertical compression. Basically, an assembly of ice blocks was 60

placed in a piston. During the melting of the ice blocks, the 61

piston went down because the size and shape of the grains 62

continuously change. Consequently, the contact geometry, the 63

contact network, and the force network were dynamical and 64

kept on changing. The natural question concerns the evolution 65

of the volume fraction: Does the volume fraction increase or 66

decrease during the melting of the ice blocks? Moreover, as 67

the grains are melting, the assembly becomes more and more 68

fragile. Large reorganizations are supposed to be observed 69

which must conduct to a packing which is robust enough to 70

sustain the load. 71

Ice blocks are particularly advantageous for our purpose: 72

(i) As the blocks were immersed, the ice grains are not 73

cohesive. Note that a recent paper approaches cohesive ice 74

grains [18]. (ii) The coefficient of friction between two melting 75

ice blocks is very low, about 0.02 [19], essentially because of 76

the lubrication film. These two first advantages allow one to 77

consider that the granular structure is mainly driven by the 78

geometrical frustrations. (iii) The grains are parallelepiped 79

rectangles. When blocks are well ordered, the volume fraction 80

is theoretically equal to one. On the other hand, when blocks 81

are poured randomly in a container, the volume fraction is 82

about 0.55 [20]. This allows a large possible range of variation 83

for the volume fraction. (iv) The ice and the water can be easily 84

discriminate using an x-ray tomography device. It is therefore 85

possible to investigate the internal structure of the packing. 86

(v) The proposed system, for which the size modification of 87

the grains and the subsequent reorganizations, mimics the 88

reorganization of grains that are completely surrounded by 89

a liquid. That situation can be observed on very different 90

scales like in ceramic science (liquid phase sintering) [20,21], 91

metallurgy (metal scraps melting) [22], and tectonics (partial 92

melting rocks in Earth’s crust) [23]. 93
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The experimental results are first detailed according to94

macroscopic observables like the total volume or the total95

volume fraction in Sec. III A. The internal structure and96

the local volume fractions are then analyzed in Sec. III B.97

The interpretation is composed by two subsections: Sec. IV A.98

the ideal packing and Sec. IV B. numerical simulations.99

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP100

A cylindrical piston was built for our purpose. Its dimen-101

sions were Rc = 75 mm for the radius and 300 mm for the102

height (Fig. 1). The piston was made of a disk that can move103

freely in the cylinder without contact. The piston could be104

overweighted by the addition of a load (load 1 = 21 N,105

load 2 = 39 N, and load 3 = 57 N). The whole system106

was surrounded by polystyrene in order to decrease the107

exchange of heat with the exterior. The experiment duration108

was consequently increased and the temperature was more109

homogeneous through the sample. Several thermocouples110

were set in the system. The temperature, about −3 ◦C was111

stable during experiments and the fluctuations were below112

1 ◦C. The thermal dilatation can be neglected as the thermal113

expansion of the ice is about 10−6/K.114

About 140 ice blocks for which dimensions were 35 × 25 ×115

25 mm3, were introduced in the cylinder. Two liters of cold116

(initially at 6 ◦C) salted water was added (100 g NaCl per liter).117

With this amount of salted water, the piston and the load are118

completely immersed (Fig. 1). Note that during the motion, the119

water located below the piston is allowed to pass on the other120

side of the piston. This salted liquid prevents the ice block121

from soldering and ensures a better thermal homogeneity of122

the system. Due to the buoyancy, the force exerted by the ice123

on the piston is estimated to 3 N, thus much lower than the124

load applied to the block assembly. The motion of the piston125

is consequently fast when the pile reorganizes.126

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic description of the experimental
setup. The ice blocks bathe in salted water. They are pushed downward
by the loaded piston. Two quantities are measured: the position of the
piston htot and the variations of the liquid level hf l that is related to
the time variation of the volume of ice Vice (see [4]).

The total volume was found by measuring the position htot 127

of the piston with respect to the bottom. The piston without 128

load is balanced by a counterweight using a pulley. When the 129

piston moves, the pulley turns. A potentiometer allowed one 130

to count the number of turns due to the motion of the piston 131

and, after calibration, allowed to measure the position of the 132

piston. The height htot was used to determine the total volume 133

Vtot occupied by the ice, namely, 134

Vtot(t) = πR2
chtot(t). (1)

In parallel to the total volume, we measured the ice volume 135

by following the variations of the fluid level hf l(t) contained in 136

the vessel (Fig. 1). The position of the surface was determined 137

using a floater for which the position was measured using a 138

proximity sensor. The melting of the ice decreases the liquid 139

level because the blocks are completely immersed and because 140

the density of the ice is lower than the density of the water. 141

Knowing the position of the floater, it is possible to determine 142

the amount of ice that melted since the beginning of the 143

experiment. The volume Vice of ice under the piston is given 144

by 145

Vice(t) = πR2
c (hf l(t) − hf l(∞))

ρw

ρw − ρi

,

where hf l(∞) means “when the ice has totally melted”; ρw = 146

1000 kg/m3, and ρi = 920 kg/m3 are the density for the water 147

and for the ice, respectively. Finally, the volume fraction η of 148

the ice packing is defined as the ratio between the volume of 149

ice and the total volume, namely, 150

η(t) = Vice

Vtot
= hf l(t) − hf l(∞)

htot

ρw

ρw − ρi

. (2)

151

An x-ray tomography apparatus (Siemens Somatom Sen- 152

sation 16) was used to determine the structure evolution of 153

the packing. For this purpose a square vessel in plexiglas was 154

built. The volume of interest measured 200 × 200 × 200 mm3. 155

In this case, about 380 ice blocks of 25 × 25× 20 mm3 was 156

mixed with cold salted water (6 ◦C) in the vessel. The density 157

contrasts between the water and the ice is such that it is possible 158

to discriminate the ice blocks from the surrounding liquid. The 159

volume fraction and the local density were measured during the 160

melting process. The accessibility of these quantities allows 1161

one to characterize the internal structure of the pile [24]. 162

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 163

A. Global measurements 164

The evolution of the total volume Vtot occupied by the 165

assembly (red lines, left scale) and the volume fraction η (blue 166

lines + triangles, right scale) with the time (sampling rate = 167

1 Hz) are represented in Fig. 2 for three loads, 21 N [Load 168

1, Fig. 2(a)], 39 N [Load 2, Fig. 2(b)], and 57 N [Load 3, 169

Fig. 2(c)]. For illustration purpose, a typical experiment can 170

be seen at Ref. [4] when the vessel is not thermally isolated. 171

The total volume starts at about 4 dm3. The total time for the 172

melting is about 35 h. A dependance of the total melting time 173

with the applied force is not observable in the present case. 174

The general behavior of the curves Vtot(t) is a monotonic de- 175

crease with time. The curves exhibit discontinuous variations 176
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Total volume Vtot (red line) and volume
fraction η (blue lines + triangles) evolutions with the time for three
different loads: (a) 21 N, (b) 39 N, and (c) 57 N. The dashed curves
in Fig. 2(a) represent the envelope of the volume fraction evolution
with time while the dashed lines in Fig. 2(b) illustrate the variations
of total volume by steps as described in the text.

during which the ice assembly shrinks and emits a loud sound.177

The total volume Vtot evolves by steps. The time variation178

of Vtot can be summed up as a succession of periods of low179

decreases (calm periods) separated by sudden large collapses180

(large discontinuities). One observes that the calm periods181

become longer and less regular when the load is increased. In 182

average, a step lasts 2 h, 45 min before a breakdown occurs. 183

The typical variation of volume due to a large discontinuity 2184

is about 5%–6% of the total initial volume (typically about 185

0.200 dm3). A close look at the calm period shows that even 186

calm periods are made of a succession of small steps [see zoom 187

at Fig. 4(a)]. Regarding the evolution during a calm period, 188

small discontinuities occur with a typical magnitude of 0.1% of 189

the total initial volume (typically about 0.004 dm3). Note that 190

the last step (t > 30 h) concerns the melting of a monolayer 191

of blocks in the piston. That explains the continuous decay of 192

the volume fraction towards zero. At this point, the volume 193

fraction measurement is difficult to obtain as it results from a 194

division. 195

The variations of total volume �Vtot(t) = Vtot(t + τ ) − 196

Vtot(t) where τ = 1 s (the inverse of the sampling rate) 197

have been statistically analyzed. In order to automatically 198

detect a discontinuity, three moving averages of Vtot were 199

considered [25]. They are noted 〈Vtot(t)〉n and defined by 200

1
2n

∑t+n
i=t−n Vtot(i). The moving averages have been computed 201

for n = 20, 50, and 100. From these averages, two differential 202

averages have been built d100,20(t) = 〈Vtot(t)〉100 − 〈Vtot(t)〉20 203

and d50,20(t) = 〈Vtot(t)〉50 − 〈Vtot(t)〉20. An arbitrary threshold 204

was fixed to define a discontinuity: A discontinuity was 205

detected when d100,20(t) is larger than 10−3 dm3, which is about 206

twice the value of the noise on the volume data. The time td 207

at which the discontinuity occurs is found when the sign of 208

the difference between d100,20(t) and d50,20(t) changes. The 209

amplitude of the discontinuity �Vd is given by the difference 210

between the average over the 50 values of Vtot just before and 211

just after td . Finally, the time delay between two successive 212

discontinuities is noted �td . 213

The cumulate distribution function (CDF) of �Vd is 214

reported in Fig. 3(a) and this for the three different loads. Two 215

populations can be evidenced: (i) The small decreases �VS 216

concern total volume variations between 10−3 and 10−2 dm3
217

and (ii) the collapses �VH concern variations between 10−2
218

and 1 dm3. The large collapses �VH are represented by open 219

black circles in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). The small decreases �VS are 220

observed during the calm period. The origin of the small jumps 221

can be attributed to small reorganization but we cannot reject 222

the hypothesis of some stick-slip of the piston. On the other 223

hand, the distribution of the large variations �VH is found to 224

be consistent with a log-normal distribution. The averages of 225

the distributions of �VH are found to be 0.195, 0.223, and 226

0.283 dm3 for the load 21, 39, and 57 N, respectively. This 227

evidences the influence of the load that increases the average 228

height of collapses. 229

In Fig. 3(b), the cumulate distribution function of the time 230

delays �td between two successive breaks is represented for 231

the three different loads. The cutoff time is located at 200 s 232

due to the choice of the mobile averages. However, at a first 233

approximation, the distributions have been fitted by a Weibull 234

function: 235

CDF = 1 − exp(−(�t/τ ))k, (3)

where τ is the characteristic time and k the exponent giving the 236

shape parameter. The values of τ are 524 s, 255 s, and 344 s for 237

the load 21, 39, and 57 N, respectively. The shape parameter 238

is found to be around 0.8. The value of k indicates that after a 239
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Cumulative distribution functions (CDF)
of (a) the total volume discontinuities �Vd and (b) the time delay
between two successive discontinuities for three different loads: 21
N (circles), 39 N (triangles), and 57 N (squares). (c) Correlations
between the variations of the high discontinuities �VH and the time
elapsed �tH between two high discontinuities for the three different
loads. The curves are guides for the eyes.

collapse, the probability of observing a new collapse decreases 240

with time. This fact can be interpreted by considering the 241

existence of a supporting structure through the pile (see later 242

in the article). A jump is always due to the weakest structure 3243

present in the packing. The weak structures are the first to 244

break. This hypothesis is well supported by the correlation 245

found between the large collapse �VH and the waiting times 246

�tH between two successive large collapses. In Fig. 3(c), �VH 247

is reported as a function of �tH . The curves are guides for the 248

eye. This show that a long waiting time is correlated to a high 249

jump. A long waiting time is due to the presence of strong 250

arches in the packing and a subsequent large reorganization 251

is expected. The correlation between the waiting time and 252

the amplitude of the event is typical of a “fragile medium” 253

under a constraint and is found in numerous phenomena: 254

self-organized critical systems [26], fracture of a solid under 255

a constraint [27], earthquake frequency and intensity [28], 256

bursting of bubbles in a foam [29], noise emission in geological 257

phenomenon [30], rupture of fuse networks [31], etc. 258

The signal Vtot(t) may be also decomposed into a series of 259

steps. We define a step as the variation of the total volume at 260

the moment just after a large collapse until the moment just 261

after the next large collapse. Such steps are represented as a 262

dashed line in Fig. 2(b) and a zoom is presented in Fig. 4(a). In 263

so doing, a step is composed of a calm period during which the 264

system shrinks nearly continuously and of a sudden decrease of 265

the total volume. The total volume variation of a step �VH,tot, 266

given by the difference between the total volume just after a 267

large jump and the total volume just after the next large jump, 268

can be decomposed into a part of nearly continuous variation 269

and a large jump �VH . In Fig. 4(b), �VH is plotted as a 270

function of the total step �VH,tot. After a linear fit, the sudden 271

jump �VH is found to be about 80% of the total step �VH,tot. 272

Remarkably, this ratio seems to be a rule for the considered 273

system of ice blocks. From Figs. 3(c) and 4(c), we conclude 274

that the shape of the steps is conserved because the waiting 275

time is correlated to the amplitude of the large collapse which 276

is correlated to the total variation of volume during one step. 277

The volume fraction η of the ice contained in the considered 278

Vtot(t) is also plotted versus time in Fig. 2 (blue lines) in 279

parallel with the variation of the total volume for the three 280

loads. The initial volume fractions are situated around 0.6. 281

That is consistent with the values found in the literature for a 282

packing of blocks [20]. The volume fraction exhibits a saw- 283

tooth behavior (i.e., smooth and continuous decrease periods 284

are brutally interrupted by sudden jumps towards higher 285

volume fractions). Indeed, during slow decrease periods, the 286

volume of ice decreases faster than the total volume occupied 287

by the ice blocks. It results in a decrease of the volume fraction 288

of ice. When a sudden decrease of Vtot occurs, the volume 289

fraction increases; the system gets denser. We also remark that 290

the ice tends to occupy less and less space in the total volume 291

as the general trend of the saw-tooth curve is to decrease with 292

time as suggested by the envelope delimited by both dashed 293

curves in Fig. 2(a). This also emphasizes that the load can be 294

supported by a block assembly less and less dense. 295

In order to better understand the trend towards the decrease 296

of the volume fraction, we compared the variation of the 297

total volume �VH,tot during one step and variation of the 298
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) During the melting, the piston expe-
riences steps. Here is a typical step (series 39 N) for which size is
�VH,tot and duration �tH . The contribution of the sudden jump is
�VH . (b) Contribution of the sudden collapse variation �VH to the
total variation of volume during one step �VH,tot for three loads (see
legend). The line is a linear fit to the whole data presented. (c) Ratio
between the variation of the ice volume during a step �Vice and the
variation of the total volume �VH,tot is represented as a function of
the volume fraction η0 measured at the beginning of a step.

ice volume �Vice during the same period, we found that the 299

total volume variation is, in most of the cases, larger than the 300

ice volume variation. This fact may seem to be a paradox as 301

a decrease trend of the volume fraction was observed. This 302

can be explained by considering the definition of the volume 303

fraction. Let η0 the volume fraction just after one step at t = t0. 304

This volume fraction is given by the ratio Vice(t0)/Vtot(t0). Just 305

after the next large collapse at t = t1, the volume fraction η1 306

is given by 307

η1 = Vice(t0) − �Vice

Vtot(t0) − �VH,tot
. (4)

After some basic manipulations, one finds that the value η1 308

is smaller than η0 when �Vice/�VH,tot > η0. In Fig. 4(c), we 309

report the ratio �Vice/�VH,tot as a function of η0. We observe 310

that the ratio is larger than the initial value of the volume 311

fraction in most of the cases. That clearly shows that, under 312

a constant vertical stress, the volume fraction of a confined 313

assembly of melting blocks naturally decreases with time. 314

Even if large and sudden reorganizations occur, the volume 315

fraction trend is a decrease with time. 316

To summarize the observations, the total volume evolves 317

by steps. The shape of the steps can be rescaled as revealed 318

by empirical laws which link the amplitude and the waiting 319

time of a step. The statistical analysis of the successive steps 320

shows that the probability of a collapse decreases with time. 321

After several large collapses, the ice block assembly is less 322

dense than the initial packing. However, the pile is still able to 323

support the load. 324

B. Internal structure 325

The internal structure of a melting ice block’s packing 326

has been investigated using x-ray tomography. A three- 327

dimensional (3D) reconstruction can be seen in Fig. 5. The 328

x and y axes are located in a horizontal plane while the z 329

axis is oriented along the vertical direction (for illustration, see 330

Fig. 5). The bottom of the vessel corresponds to z = 0. A movie 331

FIG. 5. (Color online) Typical 3D reconstruction of a pile of ice
block by x-ray tomography (see also [4]). The size of the pile is
200 × 200 × 200 mm3.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Total volume divided by the initial volume
Vn (circles) and volume fraction η (triangles) evolutions with time
obtained from X-tomography measurement. A re-arrangement occurs
around t ≈ 0.25 h.

was made using OSIRIX [32]; the movie shows the packing seen332

from a vertical plane that scans the whole vessel [4]. The x-ray333

tomography provides density maps of slices along the x axis.334

A scan has been performed every 10 min in order to obtain335

the dynamics of the melting. After thresholding the pictures336

using IMAGEJ [33], the volume fraction is obtained by taking337

the ratio between the number of pixels belonging to the ice338

and the total number of pixels inside the vessel. Macroscopic339

variables such as the total volume and the volume fraction340

of ice are easily deduced from image analysis. Moreover,341

the tomography allows one to obtain local properties like the342

density profile along an arbitrary direction by averaging the343

density of a slice orthogonal to the concerned direction.344

In Fig. 6, the normalized volume Vn = Vtot(t)/Vtot(0) and345

the global volume fraction of ice η are reported as a function346

of the time. The curves are arbitrary interpolations in order to347

recall the behaviors observed in Fig. 2. In Fig. 6, a collapse348

occurs between t = 0.17 and 0.35 h and is represented by a349

dashed line. Due to the collapse, the normalized volume Vn350

changes by about 5%. Two situations were carefully analyzed,351

that is, before (t = 0.16 h) and after the jump (t = 0.35 h).352

Both situations are indicated by large symbols in Fig. 6 (solid4 353

symbols before and open symbols after the jump).354

The density profiles were calculated along two orthogonal355

directions, namely y and z, and are presented in Figs. 7(a)356

and 7(b), respectively. For each direction, two situations are357

analyzed, namely before (plain red circles) and after (open358

blue circles).359

In Fig. 7(a), the density profile along the y axis is reported.360

On the measurements before and after the collapse, large361

oscillations can be observed close to the walls. This reflects362

that the grains are ordered along the walls. Moreover, the363

volume fraction is found to be the largest along the wall. That364

strongly contrasts with the center of the pile which is less dense365

and less organized. It is noticeable that after the collapse, the366

oscillation amplitude of the density profile increased. Due to367

FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) Local volume fraction dependance with
the horizontal coordinate y (y = 100 mm corresponds to the center
of the vessel). (b) Local volume fraction dependance with the vertical
coordinate z in the vessel (z = 0 corresponds to the bottom). The
plain red symbols and the open blue symbols correspond to t = 0.17 h
(before the collapse) and to t = 0.35 h (after the collapse).

the reorganization, the grains located along the walls becomes 368

more organized. 369

According to the vertical z axis [Fig. 7(b)], the curves 370

corresponding to the density profile before and after the jump 371

present oscillations close to the bottom (close to z = 0 mm). 372

This shows that the pile is rather well organized in layers 373

at the bottom. After the collapse, the total height of the pile 374

decreases by about 10 mm as can be seen in Fig. 7(b) (close 375

to z = 200 mm). Larger oscillations of the density profile are 376

observed close to the top of the pile (open circles). 377

From the local density profiles, we observe that the blocks 378

are organized along vertical layers that are located along 379

the wall of the container. Note that such an organization is 380

also found in the case of spheres (experimentally [34] and 381

numerically [35]) and in the case of ellipsoid grains [36]. This 382

structure is a signature of the confinement of the granular 383

material, in other words when the size of the grains are 384

comparable to the size of the container. The local volume 385

fraction is also the largest along the vertical walls and at 386

the bottom of the container while the center of the pile is 387

the less dense. After the collapse, the pile becomes even better 388

organized and denser along the walls, at the bottom and at the 389

top while the center remains not organized and less dense. The 390

structure of the ice block assembly evolves toward a dense and 391

organized shell of blocks that surrounds a not well-organized 392

and less dense core of blocks. 393

IV. INTERPRETATION 394

From these observations, it is possible to establish a 395

scenario for the evolution of the melting granular material 396

under an external constraint. As for any noncohesive granular 397

material, the stability of the pile is ensured by the geometrical 398

frustration and by the friction between the grains. In the case 399

of ice blocks, the geometrical frustration is the predominant 400

mechanism for the generation of arches as the block-block 401

friction is very low. When the grains (ice blocks) melt, they 402

occupy less and less space; their shape becomes rounded. 403

Consequently, the geometry of the contact network reorga- 404

nizes. The experimental facts evidence that two kinds of 405

reorganization processes may occur. In the first one, called 406
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the calm period, small jumps may be observed. The grains are407

melting; the change of ice volume is faster than the change408

of total volume. Consequently, the volume fraction decreases409

with time. The reorganization of the contact network is410

supposed to be continuous or at least very smooth during calm411

periods. The second reorganization process corresponds to the412

sudden collapses. Within a second, the total volume drops. A413

noise can be heard. Macroscopic motion of ice blocks can be414

observed [4]. As the ice volume remains constant during the415

breakdown, the volume fraction increases. The reorganization416

is discontinuous. We showed that the total volume evolves by417

successive steps. This fact does not seem to be influenced by418

the value of the load. This suggests again that the geometrical419

structure of the pile plays a key role in the reorganization420

process. Regarding the internal structure, we evidenced that421

the blocks are better organized along the walls as the density422

is larger. These blocks form a dense envelope around a less423

dense core of blocks. As the friction between the grains is very424

low, we may surmise, as a first approximation, that the pile is425

more resistant to the load when it is well ordered (i.e., along426

the walls). Even if the blocks geometry is rather complex as427

the grains are rounded polyhedrons, these particular blocks428

can be seen as a two-dimensional (2D) vertical structure.429

As mentioned, the geometry of the packing plays an430

important role as the friction between the grains is very431

low. Moreover, as the size of the blocks are about one-tenth432

of the size of the container and as the piston goes downward,433

the confinement plays also a key role. First of all, when434

the size of the blocks and the size of the container are not435

commensurable, topological defects are generated and this436

even if spheres are envisaged. As the grains are melting, their437

size continuously decreases but also the total volume of the438

container. We showed that (i) the total volume decreases faster439

than the total volume of ice [�Vice/�VH,tot < 1; Fig. 4(c)]440

and (ii) the volume fraction is found to globally decrease with441

time (Fig. 2). That indicates that the confinement increases442

with time. This is supported by the numerical simulation of443

confined granular material by Desmond et al. [37].444

In the following, as a first step towards the description of the445

melting of a granular assembly, we consider a 2D system. First,446

we discuss the melting of an ideal infinite, frictionless packing447

of disks. Afterwards, using numerical simulations based on448

molecular dynamics, we investigate the behavior of a pile of449

disks constrained under a load. Two cases will be discussed:450

when the friction is equal to 0.8 and when the friction is null.451

The numerical simulation approach allows one to evidence the452

role of the friction and of the confinement. We will show that453

the reduction to a 2D grain assembly constitutes a heuristic454

and fruitful system.455

A. Ideal melting packing456

Let us start from a hexagonal lattice of disks of radius r ,457

r = R being the initial value of the radius [Fig. 8(a)]. The pile458

is made of a succession of disk layers, numbered from 1 to459

4 in Fig. 8 (No. 1 is the lowest layer). We grayed the layers460

Nos. 1 and 3 to better visualize the layers. We define a cell of461

the lattice that contained three particles. The width w and the462

height hc of the cell are equal to 2R and to 3
√

3R, respectively.463

Such a cell is represented by a rectangular box in Fig. 8(a). The464

FIG. 8. Evolution of the hexagonal lattice of disks when the
radius r of the disks are decreased. (a) r = R, (b) R > r > R/

√
3

(r = R/
√

2 corresponds to a tilt square lattice), (c) r = R/
√

3 (tilt
hexagonal lattice), (d) r = R/2 (square lattice), and (e) r = R/2
(hexagonal lattice).

surface fraction ηc of disks is given by ηc(r = R) = π/2
√

3 ≈ 465

0.907, . . . . 466

The radius r of the disks is then continuously decreased 467

keeping constant the horizontal coordinates of the center of 468

mass of the disks and keeping the pile mechanically stable. 469

Consequently, the width w of the cell remains constant at w = 470

2R. On the other hand, the height hc and the surface fraction 471

ηc depend on the ratio x = r/R. On Fig. 8(b), we present the 472

situation when r has been slightly decreased. Two particular 473

radii r have to be taken into account: (i) when r = R/
√

3, the 474

layers Nos. 1 and 3 are in contact [Fig. 8(c)] and (ii) for a 475

radius just below r = R/2, the lattice becomes mechanically 476

unstable and the lattice switches from a square to a hexagonal 477

lattice [Figs. 8(d) and 8(e)]. The height hc of the cell and the 478

surface fraction ηc are given by 479

R > r > R/
√

3 hc = 3
√

4r2 − R2,

ηc = πr2/
√

4r2 − R2,

R/
√

3 > r > R/2 hc = 2r +
√

4r2 − R2,

ηc = πr/(2R).

These equations are plotted in Fig. 9. The continuous curve 480

(red) and the continuous curve decorated with triangles (blue) 481

correspond to the evolution of hc/R and ηc, respectively, with 482

the ratio x. The minimum of ηc(x)/R is due to the fact that 483

the squared (tilted) lattice is obtained when x = √
2/2. The 484

maximum is obtained when the lattice is hexagonal, x = 1 and 485

x = √
3/3 (the lattice is tilted). A sudden transition occurs 486

at x = 0.5. The lattice transits from a squared lattice to a 487

hexagonal one. The height of the cell drops at about 15%. On 488

the other hand, the surface fraction jumps from the surface 489

fraction of the squared lattice ηc = π/4 to the one of the 490

hexagonal lattice ηc = π
√

3/6. After this reorganization, the 491

pile evolves in a similar way. The step shape is conserved. 492

This basic model exhibits the main features observed in the 493

dynamics of the melting ice block assembly. (i) The evolution 494

of Vtot and hc is continuous during the melting of the blocks. 495

(ii) The curvatures of the total volume evolutions Vtot(t) is 496
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Calculated variation of the height hc/R

(continuous red curve) of a lattice cell and the surface fraction of
disks ηc (continuous blue curve decorated with triangles) placed in a
hexagonal close-packed configuration due to the decrease of the disk
size reduction factor x.

the same as hc(x). (iii) A discontinuity occurs. (iv) The step497

shape is conserved. (v) The surface fraction evolves in saw498

teeth. To sum up, the evolution of the ideal packing due to the499

melting is governed by the evolution of the lattice: hexagonal500

→ tilt square → tilt hexagonal → square which is unstable501

and should collapse into an hexagonal lattice again.502

Three remarks should also be pointed out. First, let us recall503

that in the experiment, the shape of the grains is complex and504

far from the ideal sphere or disk. Moreover, a block located505

along a wall may also be ejected from the layer. However,506

the model reproduces pretty well the main observations.507

Secondly, the probability of rearrangement was experimentally508

found to decrease with time [Fig. 3(b)]. The origin of this509

behavior has been related to confinement effects [37]. Third,510

a similar argument applies to an ideal 3D system of melting511

spheres. However, the story is different whether we start with a512

hexagonal close-packed (HCP) or a face-centered cubic (FCC)513

lattice. Starting from an HC packing, when the size of the514

spheres decreases, the lattice evolves to a stack of aligned515

graphenelike plane of spheres. As the grains are vertically516

aligned, the structure becomes unstable and collapses. The517

situation after collapse is less clear than in the 2D system. On518

the other hand, starting from an FCC structure, the assembly519

evolves toward a cubic lattice which is unstable and collapses520

toward an HC or an FCC structure.521

B. Numerical simulations522

On the basis of the observations and of the theoretical523

considerations about the melting of an assembly of disks,524

numerical simulations were performed in order to capture the525

role of the confinement and of the friction in a 2D assembly526

constrained in a piston. The numerical simulations are based527

on a molecular dynamics algorithm described in more detail528

in Refs. [38–40].529

In the simulation, N = 1000 disks of initial radius R were530

dropped in the piston for which the width is about 60R. For the531

initialization of the packing, the disks are randomly distributed532

FIG. 10. (Color online) Numerical simulations are as follows:
initial configuration of the packings (left) μ = 0 and (right) μ = 0.8.
The piston is the green layer of grains at the top.

in the box avoiding any contact. The disks are then released 533

and arranged at the bottom of the box under the action of the 534

gravity. Their positions are the ballasted piston which sets the 535

upper limit of the pile at about twice the weight of the grains. 536

We compare the melting behavior for two values of the friction 537

μ between the beads (i.e., μ = 0 and μ = 0.8). Starting with 538

disks of radius r = R, the radius r of the disk is continuously 539

decreased until r = R/2. A simulation step lasts until the pile 540

is at the equilibrium. Knowing the position of the piston, it is 541

very easy to determine the total volume Vn normalized by the 542

total volume when r = R and the surface fraction η. 543

In Fig. 10, both initial situations (r = R) are represented. 544

On the left, the friction is zero while in the picture on the right, 545

the friction μ equals 0.8. By comparison, the frictionless pile 546

is much more crystallized than with friction. Large hexagonal 547

arrangement domains can be observed. On the other hand, 548

the pile obtained with friction is characterized by numerous 549

defects. Consequently, the total volume of the initial situation 550

is larger in the friction case. 551

The origin of the defects is different whether the friction is 552

considered or not. In the frictionless case, the confinement and 553

the incommensurability between the grains and the vessel gen- 554

erate defects which geometrically propagate through the whole 555

pile. On the other hand, the friction sculptures arch across the 556

assembly. These structures deviate the vertical weights of the 557

disks towards the wall (Jansen effect). The force network is 558

then inhomogeneous and the surface fraction lowered. 559

At the following link [4], a movie of the melting of the 560

disks can be seen in both situations (μ = 0 and μ = 0.8). In 561

the frictionless case, the defects are very mobile and start from 562

the walls (when the grain size is incommensurable with the 563

size of the vessel). On the other hand, when the friction is not 564

negligible, the “motion” of the defect is rather smooth. They 565

disappear during the melting. In Figs. 11(a) and 11(b), the 566

normalized volume Vn and the surface fraction η are plotted 567

as a function of the evolution of the disk radius r normalized 568

by the initial radius R. The general behavior of the normalized 569

volume is a monotone decrease in both cases. However, in 570

the frictionless case, Vn decreases by a succession of steps. In 571

Figs. 11(c) and 11(d), two zooms of Fig. 1(a) are proposed in 572

order to show the steps. The behavior of Vn in the friction case 573

is smoother. 574

The contrast between the behavior of the melting with and 575

without friction is more revealed by the evolution of the surface 576
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Evolution of the normalized volume Vn of the pile under the piston (red curves) of the surface fraction η (blue
curves) as a function of the radius of the disks r normalized by the initial size of the disks R. (a) μ = 0, (b) μ = 0.8, (c) and (d) zooms of
Fig. 11(a).

fraction. In the frictionless case, the surface fraction evolves577

as a regular saw tooth. At the beginning (when the grains are578

the largest compared to the size of the vessel, jumps in both Vn579

and η can be observed) [Fig. 11(a)]. The jumps evidence the580

sudden reorganization of the packing when a defect disappears.581

The behavior becomes more “periodic” for smaller values of582

r and reminds one of the ideal behavior found in Fig. 9 and583

the experimental results in Fig. 2. When the friction does play584

a role, the surface fraction evolves irregularly which strongly585

contrasts with the frictionless case. That suggests that for large586

load, the friction between the ice blocks starts to play a role.587

This is pretty clear when comparing the regular behavior of the588

volume fraction in Fig. 2(a) for a 21-N load and the irregular589

behavior in Fig. 2(c) for a 57-N load.590

The theoretical systems that we considered here (ideal591

packing and numerical simulations) do not include the shape592

modification of the grains due to the melting and are only593

2D. However, they contain enough physical ingredients to594

reproduce the continuous and discontinuous variations of both595

the total volume and the volume fraction. Moreover, these basic596

approaches allowed one to evidence the role of the friction and597

of the confinement.598

V. CONCLUSION599

We investigated the behavior of a granular pile under an600

external vertical constraint (the load) while the grains are601

melting. The total volume occupied by the blocks decreases602

by successive steps. The total volume decreases continuously 603

until a sudden large collapse occurs. The time duration and 604

the amplitude of the steps are correlated which shows that 605

the steps may be rescaled. In parallel, the volume of the 606

ice was measured which allowed one to evaluate the volume 607

fraction of the ice in the packing. The volume fraction exhibits 608

saw-teeth behavior because of the sudden collapse of the 609

total volume. However, the volume fraction observed after a 610

collapse decreases after several steps. X-ray tomography was 611

performed in order to investigate the internal structure of the 612

ice block pile. The grains are organized and the density profile 613

is high along the wall. After a collapse, the layers are denser 614

and better organized than before, even at the bottom and at 615

the top of the pile. Consequently, after several collapses, the 616

structure of the pile may be pictured as a dense and organized 617

“crust” of ice blocks that surrounds a less organized and less 618

dense core. 619

Because the friction between the blocks is very low, we 620

suggest that the ordered part of the assembly (the grains 621

along the walls) is responsible for the stability. The layer 622

along the wall has been modeled by a 2D pile of disks for 623

which radii decreases continuously (shape-invariant model). 624

We investigated (i) a perfect 2D packing of melting disks 625

(calculations) and (ii) confined 2D disk packing with and 626

without friction (simulations). The perfect 2D packing is able 627

to reproduce qualitatively these observations: (i) continuous 628

and sudden reorganizations and (ii) the amplitude of the step is 629
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related to the waiting time between two steps. The simulations630

allowed one to lighten the role played by the confinement631

which generates defects through the 2D frictionless disk’s632

assembly. During the melting, discontinuities in the volume633

fraction are observed. They are due to (i) the discontinu-634

ous transition between a hexagonal and square lattice and635

(ii) to the disappearance of defects. The observed behaviors are636

essentially due to confinement effects and to the low friction637

between the ice blocks. This work also suggests investigating638

in detail the role of the confinement on 2D structures.639
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